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Sammanfattning 
I skogsbruket är både förare och fordon utsatta för höga vibrationsnivåer. Stolen i dagens skotare 

är en av de viktigaste delarna för att kunna isolera föraren från helkroppsvibrationer (WBV). 

Idag är de flesta stolarna tillverkade utifrån lastbilskrav. Generellt är dessa stolar inte avsedda för 

den hårda skogsmiljön, särskilt de stora lateral- och rollrörelserna, och på grund av stora 

lateralkrafter går de ofta sönder efter en kort tids användning. 

För att bestämma det dynamiska beteendet och förbättra dagens stolar har en befintlig skotarstol, 

Be-Ge 3100 med Ponsses reglage och armstöd, analyserats. Vibrationstester genomfördes med 

hjälp en sex frihetsgraders vibrationsplattform. Samma stol utvärderades också med hjälp av 

simuleringar baserade på finita element metoden (FEM). Resultat från simuleringsmodellen har 

jämförts mot uppmätta resultat från vibrationsplattformen. 

Under vibrationstesterna på vibrationsplattformen, observerades det att den fritt rörliga delen i i 

upphängningsmekanismen vred sig längs de övre och nedre ramen med den följden att 

saxmekanismen böjde sig, vid rörelseexcitation i lateral riktning. Detta berodde på avsaknaden 

av lateral dämpning i stolen och det är förmodligen förklaringen till varför stolens saxmekanism 

går sönder efter en alltför kort tid. Generellt var stolens dynamiska rörelser från 

vibrationsplattformen och FEM-simuleringarna lika, men storleken på accelerationerna var lägre 

på grund av begränsningar i vibrationsplattformen. 

Baserat på FEM-modellen utvärderades förslag på ett nytt dämpsystem av fjädrar och dämpare. 

Analysen visar på att vibrationerna i sidled kan minskas och detta förslag bör vidareutvecklas i 

ett framtida arbete. 
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Abstract 
In the forest, both operators and vehicles are suffering from high-level vibrations. A forwarder 

seat is one of the most significant units to isolate the vehicle operator from potentially hazardous 

whole-body vibrations (WBV). Nowadays, most of the forwarder seats are purchased from truck 

seats manufacturers. In general, those seats are not designed for the harsh forest environment, 

especially the large lateral and roll motions, and they frequently break after a short period of 

operation. 

In order to find the dynamic behavior and improve the seats to have longer life, an existing 

forwarder seat was analyzed. It was the Be-Ge 3100 seat with PONSSE machine manufacturer 

add-on parts. Physical vibration tests were performed with a six Degrees-of-Freedom (DOF) 

motion test platform. The same seat was also tested virtually, for the same condition, with Finite 

Element Analysis (FEA) simulations. This FEM (Finite Element Method) simulation model was 

verified with the physical test data.  

During the physical tests with excitation in the lateral direction, it was noticed that, the free 

moving rod ends in the suspension unit twisted along the upper and lower frame with bending 

motion on the scissors frame as well. This was due to the lack of lateral damping in the seat, and 

it is probably the explanation to why the base mechanism seat breaks after a too short period of 

operation. Generally, the seat dynamic motions got from physical tests and the FEM simulations 

were conceptually similar but the magnitudes differed due to the limitations in the Motion test 

platform.  

Relying on the verified FEM model, some concepts, with added lateral springs and dampers in 

the suspension unit, were proposed and analyzed. After FEA of the new concepts, the vibrations 

in the lateral direction were reduced and this concept can be detail designed in a future work. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Here are the Notations and Abbreviations that are used in this Master thesis. 

 

 

Notations 

Symbol Description 

X                              Longitudinal direction 

Y                              Lateral direction 

Z                              Vertical direction 

Roll                          Rotation around X 

Pitch                         Rotation around Y 

Yaw                         Rotation around Z 

                              Damping ratio 

c                               Damping coefficient 

cc
                             Critical damping coefficient 

k                               Spring constant 

 

Abbreviations 

CAD Computer Aided Design 

DOF                         Degree of Freedom 

FEM                         Finite Element Method 

Acc                           Acceleration 

WBV                        Whole Body Vibration 

Qty.                          Quantity 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the background, the purpose, the delimitations and the method(s) used in 

the presented project. 

1.1 Background 

A forwarder is a forestry machine that carries felled logs from the forest ground to a roadside 

landing area. Forwarders are typically used together with harvesters in cut-to-length logging 

operations. 

In the real life, vehicle operators are exposed to high-level and long-time vibration environment 

that strongly depend on the machine-terrain interactions and the dynamics of the machine. With 

the uneven terrain in the forest, the whole body vibrations becomes a big problem for the 

operators, who would suffer from shoulder, neck and back pain, or even motion sickness when 

the vibration frequency range is from 0.1 to 0.5 Hz. As a result, vibration has become one of the 

most significant challenges to adress for the forestry industry. For the development of machine 

design technology and due to the increasing requirement on the operating environment, new 

legislations such as ISO 2631 (International standard) and EU Directive 2002/44/EC have been 

introduced to reduce and control the whole-body vibrations. (Cheng, 2009) 

The forwarder seat is today one of the most common units to isolate vehicle operators from the 

potentially hazardous whole-body vibrations (WBV). However, nowadays, most of the forwarder 

seats are truck seats that are not really designed to fulfill forestry requirements.  

In forest operation, there are large lateral and roll motions in the forwarder and on the forwarder 

seat. With large lateral and roll motions, the forwarder seat may be destroyed after a short time 

of operation which makes forwarder end-user complain about the quality of the seat. 

In this project, the dynamic behavior of a forwarder seat will be studied and improvements of the 

seat vibration system will be suggested. 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this project is to describe the dynamic behavior of an existing operator seat and 

to propose a new seat concept that reduces the vibration levels. 

The dynamic description of the operator seat will be based on model analysis assisted by 

physical measurements of the six degree-of freedom (6DOF) behavior of an existing operator 

seat mounted on a 6DOF motion test platform. 

With a correct and reasonable virtual model, a new seat concept that reduces the vibration levels 

will be proposed. 

1.3 Delimitations 

In this report, the following main requirements and delimitations have been defined: 

 The simulation model should be simplified based on the model Be-Ge seat 3100 (Be-Ge 

Industri AB, 1934) with PONSSE (PONSSE OYJ, 1970) add-on parts. 

 Simulation results should be verified according to physical tests. 
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 Physical tests of the seat should be performed on a 6 DOF motion test platform. 

 Simulation should only consider the vibration from the cabin floor to the top of the seat, 

vibration effects between ground and the forwarder cabin should be ignored. 

 Simulations should be done in s6 DOFs. 

 A new concept of the forwarder seat that reduces the seat vibrations should be proposed 

and developed. 

1.4 Thesis overview 

The background and purpose of the thesis is described in the current chapter.  

Chapter 2 focuses mainly on information gathering, formulation of the design methodology and 

study about different analyzing method. 

Chapter 3 shows the working process of this thesis and describes the steps and methods in more 

detail. 

Chapter 4 presents the results from the physical tests and the FEM simulations including a 

verification. 

Chapter 5 proposes two concepts for improving seat vibrations together with concept analyses 

and results. 

Chapter 6 states the conclusion of this thesis and Chapter 7 proposes some  future work. 
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCE 

The reference frame is a summary of the existing knowledge and former performed research on 

the subject. This chapter presents the theoretical reference frame that is necessary for the 

performed research and development in this thesis. 

2.1 Vibration basics for forwarder seats 

There are different designs of forwarder seats available in the market. No matter how the seat is 

designed and what extra function they may have, most of them have the common seat suspension 

construction as shown in Figure 1. (David, 2009) 

 

Figure 1. Scissors construction for seat suspension. 

As shown in Figure 1, the seat top frame is connected with the lower framework by rods 

attached to one another like scissors. One end of the rod has been attached by rollers which 

freely can roll along the frame. The other end of the rod is attached to the frame which can only 

rotate around its axle. In order to make it possible to adjust the height of the seat and contribute 

to the ride comfort, a spring and a damper are connected between the seat and the lower frame. 

The most common type of spring in modern seats is an air spring that can be driven by the 

truck/forwarder’s own compressor. 

2.2 Seats to analyze 

For this project, two seats are provided by Be-Ge Industry AB (here after referred to as Be-Ge) 

for testing and research. The two seats are Be-Ge seat 7100 and Be-Ge seat 3100. In this thesis, 

Be-Ge seat 3100 is the main object to analyze and improve because it is nowadays used in some 

forwarders of a machine manufacturer PONSSE OYJ (hereinafter referred to as PONSSE). In 

order to make the analysis more close to the reality in the forwarder, the add-on parts (e.g., 

armrest, seat computer, seat base, etc.) are assembled to the seat by PONSSE. The following 

shows the information and data of Be-Ge seat 3100 gathered from Be-Ge and PONSSE. Figure 2 

shows the Be-Ge seat 3100 with PONSSE’s add-on parts.  

app:ds:hereinafter
app:ds:referred
app:ds:to
app:ds:as
app:ds:hereinafter
app:ds:referred
app:ds:to
app:ds:as
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Figure 2. Analyzed Be-Ge seat 3100 with PONSEE add-on parts. 

The Be-Ge 30-/31-series is Be-Ge newest series of air suspended seats that offer maximum 

comfort combined with a heavy duty design and innovative solutions. The seat offers many 

setting options and flexible adjustments. Regarding C & F design (Construction & Forestry), the 

seat has been further adapted to handle demanding applications. A variety of accessories and 

options are available to adapt the seat to current requirements and conditions. If the vehicle does 

not have an air connection, a built in compressor is available as an option. The structural drawing 

is shown in Figure 3 indicating the main parts of the seat and the drawing shown in Figure 4 

indicates the dimensions of Be-Ge 3100. The entire dimension drawing is shown in Appendix A. 

 

Figure 3. Structural drawing of Be-Ge 30/31 series. (Be-Ge industri AB, 2010) 
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Figure 4. Dimension drawing of Be-Ge seat 3100. (Be-Ge Industri AB, 1934) 

According to the dimension drawing and information from Be-Ge, the general data of Be-Ge 

3100 without POSSE add-on parts is listed as shown in Table 1. The height adjustment range  is 

from 190mm to 330mm. The weight of the chair is 34kg, and the total weight of the seat is 

38.3kg, including headrest, armrest and shoulder support. 

Table 1. General data of Be-Ge 3100.  

General data 

Maximum height 330 mm 

Minimum height 190 mm 

Weight of chair (with headrest) 34.8 kg 

Height adjustment 140mm 

2.2.1 Seat model 

A 3D-CAD (Computer Aided Design) model of Be-Ge seat 3100 is supplied by Be-Ge and 

shown in Figure 5. It shows the original seat manufactured by Be-Ge without add-on 

components. All components of the seats have geometric definitions in the CAD model without 

material properties and with no connections between the components which will be added to the 

CAD model later. In Figure 6, the suspension unit of Be-Ge 3100 is shown. The suspension 

structure is a scissor construction as illustrated in Section 2.1 (Vibration basics for forwarder 

seats). Referring to Figure 6 of the suspension unit, the seat has one air spring and one damper 

placed between the seat top and the lower frame, and two gas struts that are placed on each side 

of the seat for the adjustment and locking of the tilt mechanism. 
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Figure 5. 3D-CAD model of Be-Ge seat 3100. 

 

Figure 6. Suspension unit of Be-Ge seat 3100. 

2.2.2 Component materials and weights  

The entire seat consists of many different components. Since studying the dynamic behavior of 

the seat is the main task of this thesis, the suspension unit is the most significant part to be 

studied. The materials of the components in the suspension unit as given by Be-Ge and shown in 

Table 2. At the same time, the weights of the main parts of Be-Ge 3100 with PONSSE add-on 

parts are listed in Table 3. 

Table 2. Materials of components in suspension unit.  

Component name Material 

Suspension frames Steel 

Rollers Roller type 6001 2RS 

Fixed bearing block VDA 260: >POM< 

Slide rails inner part Hardened steel 

Slide rails outer part Hardened aluminum 

* VDA 260: >POM<: Polyoxymethylene with VDA standard 260 as material marking for recycling. 
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Table 3. Weights of the seat main parts of Be-Ge 3100 with PONSSE add-on parts.  

Part name Weight [kg] Quantity 

Backrest 8.80 1 

Headrest 0.80 1 

Armrest bracket 1.83 2 

Armrest 5.94 2 

Slide rail 1.74 2 

Seat computer mounting & hardness 6.10 1 

Seat base 14.00 1 

2.2.3 Springs and shock absorbers 

A spring is an elastic object that is used to store mechanical energy. As long as springs are not 

stretched or compressed beyond their elastic limit, most springs follows the Hooke's law. 

Mathematically, Hooke's law states that:  

                                                                 F k x    (1) 

where,  

F  = the magnitude and direction of the restoring force the spring exerts [N], 

x  = the distance and direction of the spring deformation from its equilibrium length [m], 

k  = the spring constant depending on the spring’s material and construction [N/m]. 

The spring used in Be-Ge seat 3100 is an air spring and the spring characteristic is shown in 

Figure 7. The compression/ extension range is 50mm, i.e., the the height of the air spring can be 

varied from 75mm to 125mm. The spring constant k  is variable depending on the pressure in the 

air tank and the deflection of the spring. With higher air pressure, the higher the spring force. In 

the user manual, the recommendation for the air pressure is "Required air pressure 700 kPa, Max 

pressure 900 kPa." The complete information of the air spring used in Be-Ge seat 3100 is shown 

in Appendix B. 

 

Figure 7. Air spring and characteristics of Be-Ge seat 3100. 
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A shock absorber is a type of dashpot which resists motion via viscous friction in order to 

smooth out or damp shock impulse and dissipate kinetic energy. The resulting force is 

proportional to the velocity but in opposite direction. It is commonly used together with a spring. 

The damping coefficient of a linear shock absorber can be calculated from the equation: 

                                                                F c v    (2) 

Where, 

F  = the damping force the shock absorber exerts [N], 

v  = the velocity of the object [m/s], 

c  = the viscous damping coefficient given in unit of [ /N s m ].  

The damping ratio (ζ) is a parameter that characterizes the frequency response of the system's 

equation of motion. It is particularly important in the study of control theory and in the harmonic 

oscillator. It provides a mathematical means of expressing the level of damping in a system 

relative to critical damping: 

                                                                
c

c
c

    (3) 

where, 

   = damping ratio of the shock absorber, 

c  = the damping coefficient of the shock absorber [ /N s m ], 

cc  = the critical damping coefficient [ /N s m ]. 

The system's equation of motion is: 

 

                                                    
2

2

0 02
2 0

d x dx
x

dt dt
       (4) 

0  is the natural frequency of the simple harmonic oscillator and can be expressed as: 

                                                            0

k

m
    (5) 

The corresponding critical damping coefficient is: 

                                                       2cc k m     (6) 

where, 

m = the mass of load [kg], 

k  = the spring constant [N/m].  

The value of the damping ratio ζ determines the behavior of the system. A damped harmonic 

oscillator can be: 
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 Overcritical damping (ζ > 1): The system returns to equilibrium without oscillating. 

 Critical damping (ζ = 1): The system returns to equilibrium as quickly as possible without 

oscillating. 

 Under critical damping (0 < ζ < 1): The system oscillates (at reduced frequency compared 

to the undamped case) with the amplitude gradually decreasing to zero. 

 Undamped (ζ = 0): The system oscillates without any dissipation. 

The characteristics of the shock absorber used in Be-Ge 3100 are shown in Table 4. The stroke 

of the shock absorber is 25 mm. The table shows the damping forces of the shock absorber at a 

frequency of 0.67 Hz and a frequency of 1.67 Hz. At higher frequencies, the shock absorber 

produce higher damping forces. Furthermore, the operator can adjust the damper between a hard 

mode and a soft mode , and the damping force is also higher in compression than in tension. The 

complete information of the shock absorber is shown in Appendix C. 

Table 4. Characteristics of the shock absorber used in Be-Ge 3100. 

Damping force                                             (at stroke 25 mm) 

Vibrational frequency: 0.67Hz 

Compress [N] Stretch [N] 

hard Soft hard soft 

3100   620 370   80 2300   460 115   25 

Vibrational frequency: 1.67Hz 

Compress [N] Stretch [N] 

hard soft hard soft 

5900   1200 1300   300 3800   900 550   120 

Figure 8 shows the damper characteristics against the vibration frequency. Two raising lines 

indicate the change of damping forces at increasing frequency in compression, and the 

decreasing lines indicate the change of damping forces at increasing frequency in tension. 

Overall, the damping coefficient of the shock absorber/ damper is a linear function of the speed. 

The complete information of the damper characteristic is shown in Appendix D. 

 

Figure 8. Damper characteristic against speed (CPM).  
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2.3 Legislations 

“Whole-body vibration” is the mechanical vibration transmitted to the whole body that entails 

risk to the health and safety of workers in particular lower-back morbidity and trauma of the 

spine. 

There are international and national legislations that provide guidance to whole-body vibration 

evaluations, such as ISO (International Standard Organization) 2631-1: 1997 and the European 

Directive 2002/44/EC. 

ISO 2631-1: 1997, “Mechanical vibration and shock” is a general method and a standard for 

evaluation of human exposure to whole-body vibrations. It is developed from ISO 2631-1985 

and is intended to define methods of quantifying whole-body vibration in relation to human 

health and comfort, probability of vibration perception and the incidence of motion sickness. In 

ISO 2631-1, two methods have been given for vibration evaluation. The frequency range 

considered in ISO 2631 is 0.5-80 Hz for health, comfort, and perception, and 0.1-0.5 Hz for 

motion sickness (ISO2631-1, 1997). 

Different from ISO 2631-1 and BS 6841, the European Union Directive 2002/44/EC defines the 

minimum exposure limit values and action values for both HAV (hand-arm vibration) and WBV 

(whole-body vibration). For HAV, the daily exposure limit value standardized to an eight-hour 

reference period shall be 5 m/s
2
; the daily exposure action value standardized to an eight-hour 

reference period shall be 2.5 m/s
2
. For whole-body vibrations, the daily exposure limit value 

standardized to an eight-hour reference period shall be 1.15 m/s
2
 or, at the choice of the Member 

State concerned, a vibration dose value of 21 m/s
1,75

; the daily exposure action value 

standardized to an eight hour reference period shall be 0.5 m/s
2
 or, at the choice of the Member 

State concerned, a vibration dose value of 9.1 m/s
1, 75

.The daily exposure action and limit values 

in the directive are all specified as an 8-hour energy-equivalent frequency-weighted acceleration, 

although vibration dose value (VDV) alternatives are given for whole-body vibration (WBV) 

(European Union Directive 2002/44/EC, 2002). 

2.4 ANSYS Workbench 

ANSYS Workbench is the simulation software for motion seat simulation used in this thesis. 

ANSYS is a general purpose software used by engineers to simulate interactions of all 

disciplines of physics, structural behavior, vibration, fluid dynamics, heat transfer and 

electromagnetics. It enables simulation of tests or working conditions in a virtual environment 

before product prototypes are manufactured. ANSYS Workbench is a platform which integrates 

simulation technologies and parametric CAD systems. 

2.5 Natural frequency 

Natural frequencies (also named Eigenfrequencies) are the natural resonance frequencies of a 

system. It is the frequencies at which a system naturally vibrates once it has been exposed to a 

transient excitation. In other words, a natural frequency is the number of times a system will 

oscillate each second between its original position and its displaced position, if there is no 

outside interference. 

In physics, resonance is the tendency of a system to oscillate at greater amplitude at some 

frequencies than at others. These are known as the resonant frequencies (or resonance 

frequencies) of the system. At these frequencies, even small periodic driving forces can produce 

large amplitude oscillations. However, there are some losses from cycle to cycle, 
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called damping. When the damping is small, the resonant frequency is approximately equal to 

the natural frequency of the system, which is the free vibration frequency. Some systems have 

multiple, distinct, dominant resonant frequencies. 

2.6 Signal processing filter  

The goal of processing a signal by filters is to perform frequency dependent alteration of a data 

sequence. According to how they respond to a unit impulse, digital filters are classified into one 

of two basic forms: Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) and Finite Impulse Response (FIR). The 

primary advantage of IIR filters over FIR filters is that they typically meet a given set of 

specifications with a much lower filter order than a corresponding FIR filter. The principal IIR 

digital filter design technique is based on the conversion of classical low-pass analog filters to 

their digital equivalents which include Butterworth, Chebyshev Types I and II, elliptic, and 

Bessel. All of them approximate the ideal “brick wall” filter in different ways. A low-pass 

filter is used to cut unwanted high-frequency signals. 

The Butterworth filter provides the best Taylor Series approximation to the ideal low-pass filter 

response at analog frequencies  0  and  . For any order N, the magnitude squared 

response has 2N-1 zero derivatives at these locations (maximally flat at 0  and  ). 

Response is monotonic overall, decreasing smoothly from 0  to . (Mathworks, 2000) 

In the signal processing filter, the filter order, frequency specifications and magnitude 

specifications are sets of requirements that should be satisfied. The frequency specifications 

include the sampling frequency, the pass-band and stop-band frequencies, or the cut-off 

frequency.  The sampling frequency defines the number of samples per unit of time taken from a 

continuous signal to make a discrete signal. Pass-band and stop-band frequencies or the cut-off 

frequency defines the range of passing frequencies through the filter. And the magnitude 

specifications define the magnitudes of the passing frequencies. (Mathworks, 2000) 

2.7 Forwarder cabin floor motion 

From previous physical tests of a PONSSE forwarder Buffalo by Skogforsk (Skogforsk, 1997), 

the motion range of the cabin floor is maximum ±20mm in X- (longitudinal), Y- (lateral) and Z- 

(vertical) directions. In the the roll (rotation around X), the pitch (rotation around Y), and the 

yaw (rotation around Z) rotations, the maximum motion range is ±20 degrees. 

in April of 2012, Skogforsk performed tests of the cabin floor of a PONSSE Buffalo forwarder 

with different tire pressures. 

In this section, results for the cabin floor with tire pressure 4 Bar are shown as an example. 
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Figure 9. Cabin floor motion in X direction with tire pressure of 4Bar. 

 

Figure 10. Cabin floor motion in Y direction with tire pressure at 4Bar. 

 

Figure 11. Cabin floor motion in Z direction with tire pressure of 4Bar. 

Figure 9 to Figure 11, show the measured cabin floor motions in X, Y and Z directions. The 

peak values (maximum acceleration) of the cabin floor in the X-, Y- and Z-directions occurred at 

approximately 1.6 Hz, 1.9 Hz and 3.63 Hz, respectively. To avoid resonance, the natural 

frequencies of the forwarder seat should, thus, not be around these frequencies. 
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Figure 12. Cabin floor motion in Roll direction with tire pressure of 4Bar. 

 

Figure 13. Cabin floor motion in Pitch direction with tire pressure at 4Bar. 

 

Figure 14. Cabin floor motion in Yaw direction with tire pressure of 4Bar. 

With the same excitation and tire pressure, the measured roll, pitch and yaw motions of the cabin 

floor are shown in Figure 12 to Figure 14. The accelerations were quite small with peak values 

at 0.41 Hz, 2.46 Hz and 1.98 Hz in the Roll, Pitch and Yaw directions, respectively. 
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2.8 Simple harmonic motion 

In mechanics and physics, simple harmonic motion is a type of periodic motion. It can serve as 

a mathematical model of a variety of motions, such as the oscillation of a spring. In addition, 

other phenomena can be approximated as a simple harmonic motion, including the motion of 

a simple pendulum as well as molecular vibration. The simple harmonic motion is sinusoidal in 

time and demonstrates a single resonant frequency. 

A sinusoidal function can be used to describe the displacement of the system from equilibrium 

position over time as shown: 

                                                ( ) cos( )x t A t       (7) 

Where, 

A= the amplitude of the motion [m], 

 = the angular velocity of the motion, which can be calculated from 2 f   
 
[rad/s], 

f = frequency of the motion [Hz], 

t = the time of the motion [s], 

 = the phase [rad]. 

Using the techniques of differential calculus, the acceleration as a function of time can be found: 

                                       

2
2

2
( ) cos( )

d x
a t A t

dt
           (8) 
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3 IMPLEMENTATION 

In this chapter the overall working process is described. At the same time, the method and 

working process used in each step are represented. 

The overall working process of the thesis project is illustrated in Figure 15. In order to achieve 

the final purpose, generating an improved virtual concept of the specific seat Be-Ge 3100, the 

behavior of the virtual seat model should represent the behavior of a real seat as closely as 

possible. Therefore, a physical test of the studied seat should first be done, to serve as a reference 

for the simulation model. Based on the real seat and a 3D-CAD model of Be-Ge 3100, a FEM 

(Finite Element Method) model to be used in motion test simulations can be created. Since the 

original CAD model has many components and many complicated structural features with no 

influence on the seat vibrations, a simplified simulation model based on the original design 

model can be created. In the following sections, the method or process used in each step is 

described. 

 

Figure 15.  Overall working process of the thesis project. 

3.1 CAD-model simplifications 

In the thesis work, Solid Edge, a 3D-CAD parametric feature-based solid modeling software, 

was used for simplifying the original design CAD model of seat 3100 from Be-Ge. During the 

simplification of the seat model, the main parts in the suspension mechanism were not modified, 

especially the structure of the suspension unit were not touched. During the simplification of the 

suspension unit, only curves, cut-off pieces for light weight purposes, bolt joints, and some 

complicated connections, used for assembly reasons, were simplified. The remaining parts of the 

seat, such as armrests, armrest brackets, backrest, mounted computer, and slide rails, were 

simplified as much as possible but with their correct weights and heights modeled, to not affect 

the seat vibrations. Meanwhile, with all these simplifications, the CAD model described the main 

suspension mechanism with less and simpler components, with the purpose of minimizing the 

required computer resources for the FEM simulation.  
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The CAD model from Be-Ge shows shape and geometry of the seat without material properties 

and connection between components. Therefore, with the information and catalogs of 

components shown in Section 2.2 as reference, the material properties and weights of 

components were added to the Solid Edge model. 

3.2 FEM for motion seat simulations 

Because the Be-Ge seat 3100 is asymmetric, the 3D virtual environment should be used in 

ANSYS Workbench. Since the purpose of this thesis is to find the dynamic behavior of the seat 

vibration, the ANSYS analysis systems Modal and Harmonic Response can be used for 

analyzing the natural frequencies and the vibration response to a harmonic excitation of the seat. 

During FEM simulation, the following steps were done: 

 Material properties of components, especially the densities and Young’s modulus, should 

be set in the Engineering Data in ANSYS Workbench, or alternatively be defined in the 3D 

CAD model.  

 The model of the seat should be imported to Geometry.  

 The connections between each component are defined in Model. 

 Testing conditions, such as fixed support, excitations and testing frequencies, can be 

specified in Setup.  

 In Solution, the user can define the rerquired results, such as deformations, accelerations as 

functions of frequencies and phase angles.  

 After analyzing the specific model, the results can be checked in Solution and Results. 

Springs and dampers can be added-in to the model by setting spring in the Connection tool. The 

connections between pairs of components can be chosen from contact types Bonded, No 

Separation, Frictionless, Rough and Frictional. The definition of the contact types are shown in 

Appendix E. (ANSYS, 2009) 

3.2.1 Natural frequency 

The natural frequencies of the model can be analyzed in the analysis system Model. Before 

starting to analyze the model, the engineering data, geometry, contact between components and 

spring/damper as connections should be set and defined first. Since the aim of this system is to 

be used to analyze the natural frequencies of an object, the object should be fixed on the ground. 

Therefore, a ‘Fixed support’ needs to be applied to the bottom face of the whole model. After 

setting the Max Modes to Find as 6 in Analysis Settings and solve the model, the first 6 natural 

frequencies of the object will show up in the window Tabular Data. 

3.2.2 Harmonic response 

Harmonic response analysis is used to determine the steady-state response of a linear structure to 

loads that vary harmonically with time.  After completed the material and model settings, the 

range of frequencies and the level of excitation can be defined in Harmonic Response setup in 

the Mechanical window.  

The range of frequencies, the solution intervals, and the solution method can be defined in 

Analysis Settings under Harmonic Response setup. The solution method can be chosen from 

‘Full’ to ‘Mode superposition’. The advantage of the method ‘Full’ is that the user does not need 
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to define the damping coefficients in the object because the system will calculate it from the 

spring or damper connections in the model. But the disadvantage compared to the ‘Mode 

superposition’ is that it takes a significantly longer time to solve the model.  

In this thesis, the analysis is based on the motion in 6 degrees-of-freedom. Therefore, the 

excitation named ‘Remote Displacement’ should be inserted into the model setup. The ‘Remote 

Displacement’ allows the user to define the excitation in 6DoF separately or conjunctively. The 

wanted results can be defined in the ‘Solution’ list. Total deformations, frequency responses, 

phase responses and etc. can all be inserted into Solution and will then be shown in the results 

after solving the model. 

3.3 6 DOF motion test platform 

In order to make the motion of the simulation model to match the real behavior of the seat, tests 

of the real seat with the same excitations as in the simulation is necessary. The 6DoF motion test 

platform makes it possible to excite the seat bottom like the real vibration of a cabin floor in the 

field. Figure 16 is a picture of the “Motion test platform”. The platform has six actuator 

cylinders that are connected to a supplied pump and controlled by a computer to move the top 

platform as required. When the system is operated in DOF, the generator output will be set as 

shown in Figure 16. The generator output will automatically be transformed to actuator set-

points. The operating instructions describe many different ways to control the machine, and these 

methods will not be expatiated in this thesis in detail. Generally, the control system used in these 

physical tests is able to give sine-formed excitations as output of the platform. 

 

Figure 16. 6DoF motion test platform. 

Table 5. Generator outputs setting of motion test platform. (Bosch Rexroth, 2012) 

Output Description Unit Maximum Minimum 

1 X-direction (Longitudinal) m 0.2104 -0.1680 

2 Y-direction (Lateral) m 0.1725 -0.1725 

3 Z-direction (Vertical) m 0.1207 -0.1130 

4 Rotation around X (Roll) degree 21.9 -21.9 

5 Rotation around Y (Pitch) degree 21.6 -21.6 

6 Rotation around Z (Yaw) degree 32.5 -32.5 
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4 SEAT ANALYSIS 

In this chapter the Be-Ge seat 3100 is analyzed in both a virtual and a physical environment. 

With the same excitations, the results from physical tests and FEM simulations are compared 

and verified. This step is used to verify the simulation model which can be used for further 

improvement studies. 

4.1 Physical test 

The physical test is used for verifying the FEM seat model, so the virtual model can be used to 

study seat improvements, which can save both time and cost. In the physical test phase, the steps 

shown in Figure 17 are done in sequence to get the most accurate test results. 

 

Figure 17. Process for getting best results from physical tests. 

The 6 DOF motion test platform can be used to test the dynamic behavior of a physical seat 

subjected to base, i.e., cabin floor, excitations. In the physical tests, good vibration sensors are 

important. A sensor is a converter that measures a physical quantity and converts it into a signal 

that can be read by an observer or an instrument. An accelerometer is a sensor for measuring the 

acceleration at a specific point in a specific direction and it converts the acceleration into a signal 

that can be stored by a computer. 

After setting up and checking the motion test platform and the sensors, the real tests with similar 

excitations as from the field tests are done. According to the cabin floor motion range and results 

from reference tests done by Skogforsk (shown in Section 2.6), the excitations for the motion test 

platform are set as follows: 

 Amplitudes in the X-, Y- and Z-directions are all set to 10 mm. 

 Rotational angles in Roll, Pitch and Yaw are set to 1 degree. 

 The range of frequencies is from 0 to 10 Hz with a general step value of 0.5 Hz, and with a 

step value of 0.1 Hz at frequencies where acceleration peak values are observed. 

 The excitations in the 6 directions are done separately from each other in order to get 

simple motions with less complex signals. 
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4.1.1 Sensor setup 

Accelerometers were mounted at the four corners of the seat upper frame and one sensor was 

placed at the center of the cushion surface to monitor whole body vibrations in X-, Y-, and Z- 

directions. Meanwhile, another 6 DOF sensor was installed on the platform for excitation 

verification purposes. Figure 18 is a sketch of the placement of the sensors. Point 1, 2, 3 and 4 

are the four corners on the seat upper frame. 

 

Figure 18. Placement of sensors. 

Figure 19 shows the placement of all sensors. Because of that a limited number and types of 

sensors were available, three accelerometers were placed on each of the points 1, 3, and 4 

(shown in Figure 19(a), 19(c) and 19(d)), for measuring motions in the X, Y, and Z directions, 

respectively. A special sensor, named Kyowa, which integrates 3 accelerometers into one sensor 

was placed at point 2, as shown in Figure19 (b). This sensor was able to measure motions in 

three directions (X, Y, and Z). A SeatPad, used for measuring whole-body-vibrations (see 

Figure 19(e)) was mounted on the seat cushion with belts. Integrated into the SeatPad, there are 

also 3 accelerometers that can measure motions in three directions (X, Y, and Z). A black sensor 

named Dymo shown in Figure 19(f) was placed on the platform as shown in the last picture of 

the figure for platform excitation verification purposes. Overall, there were 12 sensors placed on 

the physical unit with 21 independent signals. 

 

Figure 19. Placement of all sensors. 
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All of the installed sensors were connected to an instrument as a signal receptor by long cables 

that can transfer the results to a specific computer using a USB cable. With all these connections, 

the user was able to simultaneously do the test and read the output signals on the computer. 

Table 6 shows the sensors setup in the receptor and computer. 

Table 6. Sensors setup in the receptor and on the computer.  

Position Axis Sensor 

name 

Reco

r-der 

Out-

put 

data 

No. in 

Box 

Unit Description 

Dymo X DymoX R5_0 C2.2* 03 g* Acceleration of testing platform in 

X 

 Y DymoY R5_1 C2.3 05 g Acceleration of testing platform in 

Y 

 Z DymoZ  R5_2 C2.4 07 g Acceleration of testing platform in 

Z 

 Roll Roll R5_3 C2.5 09 degree/s Rotational angle of testing 

platform around X 

 Pitch Pitch R5_4 C2.6 10 degree/s Rotational angle of testing 

platform around Y 

 Yaw Yaw * R5_5 C2.7 11 degree/s Rotational angle of testing 

platform around Z 

SeatPad X SeatpadX R5_9 C2.11 04 g Whole body vibrations of seat/on 

seat in X 

 Y SeatpadY R5_1

0 

C2.12 06 g Whole body vibrations of seat/on 

seat in Y 

 Z SeatpadZ R5_1

1 

C2.13 08 g Whole body vibrations of seat/on 

seat in Z 

Point 1 X 21 R1_8 C1.10 24 g Acceleration of point 1 in X 

 Y 05 R1_5 C1.7 23 g Acceleration of point 1 in Y 

 Z 97 R1_7 C1.9 25 g Acceleration of point 1 in Z 

Point 2 X KyowaZ002 R5_6 C2.8 00 g Acceleration of point 2 in X 

 Y KyowaX002 R5_7 C2.9 01 g Acceleration of point 2 in Y 

 Z KyowaY002 R5_8 C2.10 02 g Acceleration of point 2 in Z 

Point 3 X 61 R1_0 C1.2 20 g Acceleration of point 3 in X 

 Y 47 R1_3 C1.5 30 g Acceleration of point 3 in Y 

 Z 17 R1_6 C1.8 26 g Acceleration of point 3 in Z 

Point 4 X 59 R1_1 C1.3 21 g Acceleration of point 4 in X 

 Y 87 R1_4 C1.6 31 g Acceleration of point 4 in Y 

 Z 58 R1_2 C1.4 29 g Acceleration of point 4 in Z 

*Yaw. This sensor, used for measuring the platform rotational angle in the Yaw direction, is not accurate 

according to the pre-test.  

*Output data is the data get from the measurement and read by Matlab. C1/C2 stands for the seat 

number. The number after C1/C2 stands for the row of the corresponding sensor. For example, C2.2 

means the measured result from DymoX is in seat 2 and row 2. 

* Unit [g]. The unit of accelerometers used in the test is 1g, i.e., 9.81 m/s
2
. As an example, with no-

motion performance of the platform, the results in the X and Y directions are 0 g and in the Z direction it 

is 1 g (9.81 m/s
2
). 
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4.1.2 Test setup 

In order to make the test close to the reality, a dummy weight of 74 kg representing an operator, 

was placed on the seat as shown in Figure 20. The feet of the dummy were fixed on the test 

platform together with the sensor Dymo. 

 

Figure 20. Placement of the “dummy”.test operator  

A pressure meter placed on the dummy foot was connected to the air spring for checking the 

pressure inside the spring. The pressure inside the spring can be controlled by a height 

adjustment bottom on the seat. For this test, the pressure was set to 3.5 bar with a suitable seat 

height for the dummy. A switch for the air supply was connected between the air spring and the 

input compressed air. The pressure meter and switch for the air supply are shown in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21. The pressure meter and the switch for the air supply. 

According to the reference tests done by Skogforsk, the testing range of the excitation frequency 

was from 0 Hz to 10 Hz and the amplitudes were 10 mm and 1 degree for the 6 DOFs, 

respectively. However, since the motion of 6 the DOFs will be tested separately, it would be too 

many tests and take a too long time with a constant frequency step of 0.1 Hz. Therefore, the 

excitation frequencies for each direction were set from 0 to 10 Hz with a step of 0.5 Hz. 

After the draft tests with a step of 0.5 Hz, motion peak values as a function of frequency can be 

identified for each direction. In order to get more accurate results close to those peaks, a more 

accurate test was done with a refined frequency step of 0.1 Hz in the frequency ranges with the 

peak amplitudes. 
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Meanwhile, as shown in Figure 6, there is a shock absorber in the seat. The damping coefficient 

of this shock absorber can be changed by the operator and this value will affect the motions and 

vibrations. In this case, the extreme values of this shock absorber, the softest and the hardest 

modes, were used in the tests. 

4.1.3 Sensor offsets 

During the sensors setup phase, it was hard to set the sensors to their right-on original values in 

the no-input phase because of the impulse, interference, and software settings in the computer. 

Therefore, each sensor had an offset value which is defined as the output of the sensor at zero 

input. 

As explained in Section 4.1, physical tests were done in two phases. Therefore, there were two 

groups of sensor offsets corresponding to the two segments shown in Table 7. After reading the 

test results from the sensors, these offset values should be subtracted from the result values. 

Table 7. Sensors offset values for two testing phase. 

Sensor Offset value 1 [m/s
2
] 

(phase 1  =0.5Hz) 

Offset value 2 [m/s
2
] 

(phase 2  =0.1Hz) 

DymoX 0 0.01 

DymoY 0.04 0.06 

DymoZ 0 0 

Roll -3.18 -3.22 

Pitch -2.64 -2.66 

Yaw 0.38 0.17 

SeatpadX -0.38 0.07 

SeatpadY -2.05 -1.94 

SeatpadZ 2.35 2.68 

X in point 1 -1.10 -1.18 

Y in point 1 -0.59 -0.59 

Z in point 1 -0.26 -0.29 

X in point 2 0.38 0.49 

Y in point 2 -0.56 -0.39 

Z in point 2 16.8 2.1 

X in point 3 1.45 1.65 

Y in point 3 6.23 6.13 

Z in point 3 0.40 0.40 

X in point 4 0.45 0.65 

Y in point 4 -3.79 -2.74 

Z in point 4 -0.19 0.10 

4.1.4 Signal filter 

After the offset values were subtracted from the results, the corrected test results from the 

sensors were read and plotted. As an example, Figure 22 shows the test result from the platform 

check sensor Dymo in the X direction with an excitation of 0.01m in the X direction at a 

frequency of 2.5 Hz. The output signal shows a large noise. To get better results, a signal filter 

was designed. 
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Figure 22. Result from DymoX with excitation 0.01 m in X direction at 2.5 Hz. 

After testing and evaluating many different filters, the filter with the Lowpass Butterworth 

method with cut-off frequency at 10 Hz was chosen and used for all output signals. According to 

the measurement equipment, the signal was picked every 0.002 s which means that the sampling 

frequency (number of samples per second) was 500 Hz. The filter designed in Matlab is shown 

in Figure 23. This filter was used for filtering all signal outputs from the physical tests with the 

motion platform. 

 

Figure 23. The signal filter used for all sensor output data. 

4.1.5 Physical test results and analysis 

In this section, results after subtracting the off-set values and filtering are shown. 
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4.1.5.1 Motion test platform   

As mentioned before, the sensor Dymo was used for verifying the motion of the test platform. 

Therefore, this section is used for checking whether the output/motion of the test platform was 

correct and if it was the one expected.  

Since the motion of the test platform was set to follow a sinus wave, with an amplitude of 0.01 m 

ranging from 0 to 10Hz, the maximum accelerations of the platform as a function of the 

excitation frequency should be as shown in Figure 24. With a frequency of 10 Hz, the maximum 

acceleration of the platform should be 39.48 m/s
2
; at 5 Hz, the maximum acceleration should be 

9.87 m/s
2
, etc. The calculation code is presented in Appendix F. 

 

Figure 24. Theoretical acceleration for a constant displacement amplitude excitation of the platform as a function of 

frequency. 

With the same excitation, amplitude 0.01 m with frequencies from 0 to 10 Hz, in 6 DOF 

separately on the platform with load (seat and dummy), the measured results from the Dymo 

fixed on the platform are present as follow. Notice that, the results from Z direction show the 

changing value (real value minus gravity 9.81 m/s
2
) of the platform motion in Z direction. With 

no-motion in the platform, the acceleration of platfrom in Z direction was 9.81 m/s
2
 because of 

the gravity and the changing value was zero at that time. 
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Figure 25. Platform accelerations as function of frequency with excitation in the X direction.  

Figure 25 shows the output motion data for the platform with an excitation of 0.01 m in the X 

direction. The motion in the X direction is presented as DymoX results. By increasing the 

frequency from 0 Hz to 10 Hz, the acceleration of the platform increases from 0 m/s
2
 at 0 Hz to 

3.33 m/s
2
 at 10 Hz. Between 2 Hz and 4 Hz, there is a peak value which might due to a natural 

frequency of the platform, seat, and dummy system. With this excitation, all other motions of the 

platform should be around 0 m/s
2
, since there is no excitation in these other directions. The 

motion of the platform in the Y direction (shown in DymoY) was close to 0 m/s
2
 in the entire 

frequency range, except for a peak of about 0.5 m/s
2
 at around 3.5 Hz. The motion in the Z 

direction (DymoZ) had a peak acceleration value of 1.55 m/s
2
 at 2 Hz, but was around 0 m/s

2
 at 

other frequencies. The angular speed of the platform in the Roll and Yaw directions was around 

0.5 degree/s which might be due to noise in the Dymo sensor. And as shown in Pitch results, the 

angular pitch speed of the platform reached its maximum value of 4 degrees/s at 3 Hz which is 

equivalent to an angular amplitude around 0.333 degrees. This pitch motion can be because the 

Dymo sensor was placed in the front of the seat instead of at the center of the seat which makes it 

sensitive to inertia loads. The other possible reason for this pitch motion could be the platform 

really had a pitch motion instead of being stable in the horizontal plane, which might be a 

problem in the platform itself. 
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Figure 26. Platform accelerations as a function of frequency with excitation in the Y direction. 

Figure 26 is the platform results with an excitation of 0.01 m in the Y direction. The figure 

DymoY shows the Y motion of the platform. The accelerations of in Y direction changed from 0 

m/s
2
 to 3.41 m/s

2
 when the frequency was changed from 0 Hz to 10 Hz. Accelerations in the X 

and Z directions were stable and around 0.5 m/s
2
 within the entire frequency range. However, the 

Roll motion had a maximum angular speed of 2.99 degrees/s at 2.5 Hz, and the Pitch motion had 

a peak value 1 degree/s also at 2 Hz. These angles which actually should be zero occurred were 

possible affected by the huge motion and natural frequencies of the seat and dummy. 

 

Figure 27. Platform accelerations as a function of frequency with excitation in the Z direction. 
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The platform performance, with excitation in the Z direction, is shown in Figure 27. With the 

increasing frequency, the acceleration of the platform in the Z direction increased to 4.04 m/s
2
 at 

10 Hz. The accelerations in the X and Y directions were around 0.5 m/s
2
, and Roll and Pitch had 

peak values at 2 Hz and 2.5 Hz. 

 

Figure 28. Platform motion as function of frequency with excitation in the Roll direction.  

 

Figure 29. Platform motion as function of frequency with excitation in the Pitch direction. 
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Figure 30. Platform motion as function of frequency with excitation in the Yaw direction. 

The platform motions with an excitation amplitude of 1 degree in the Roll, Pitch, and Yaw 

directions separately, are shown in Figure 28, Figure 29, and Figure 30. From the measurements 

of the angular speeds in Roll, Pitch and Yaw, caused by excitations in the different direction, the 

angular speed showed large amplitudes in the 2 Hz to 3 Hz frequency range. In Figure 28, with 

excitation amplitude of 1 degree in the Roll direction, the angular speed in the Roll direction 

increased from 0 degree/s at 0 Hz to 9.28 degree/s at 2 Hz, and then decreased to around 4 

degrees/s at 10Hz. The maximum angular speed of 9.28 degrees/s in the Roll direction shows 

that the platform had a maximum roll angle of about 1.16 degrees at 2 Hz. It indicates that the 

platform kept the Roll angle amplitude at 1 degree in the frequency range from 0 Hz to 2 Hz, and 

that the platform did not reach this Roll amplitude at frequencies above 2 Hz. This might very 

well be due to motion limitations of the platform. The maximum roll angle was 1.16 degree 

which was a slightly larger than the theoretically expected angle, which might be due to the huge 

seat vibrations and/or the inaccurate motions of the platform itself. This also occurred with 

excitations in Pitch. At 3 Hz, the platform had a maximum angular speed of 9.89 degrees/s in the 

Pitch direction, which gives a Pitch angle amplitude of 0.824 degrees. This peak angle was 

smaller than the theoretical excitation angle, which might be because the platform had reached 

its excitation limitation at this frequency.  

For an excitation amplitude of 1 degree in the Yaw direction, the maximum angular speed was 

1.5 degrees/s in Yaw, which indicate that the motion amplitude of the platform was much 

smaller than 1 degree. However, as mentioned before, according to the pre-tests of the platform, 

it was not quite sure that the sensor for checking the platform angle Yaw worked properly. But 

with this excitation, the motions in the other directions showed small accelerations and the result 

curves were smoother.  

Generally, the platform has provided a good motion excitation to the seat base. Some peak 

values that occurred for the different excitations might due to the natural frequencies of the seat 

and dummy system as well as the natural frequencies of the platform. However, according to the 

figures shown above, there are some problems that must be remembered, checked, and fixed for 

the platform, as described in the following paragraphs. 
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The first problem is, with excitations in the lateral X, Y and Z directions, the platform 

accelerations were much smaller than the expect values from theoretical calculations. For 

example, with an excitation in the X direction, the maximum acceleration in the X direction at 10 

Hz should be 40 m/s
2
 but it was only 3.33 m/s

2
 in the physical test. This might be because that 

the platform cannot reach those high frequencies with a motion amplitude of 0.01 m. After 

checking the platform’s limitations from the manufacturer, it is told that the maximum 

acceleration the platform can reach in longitudinal and lateral directions is 0.6 g (5.89 m/s
2
) and 

0.8 g (7.85 m/s
2
) in the vertical direction. All these values are much lower than the target 

platform acceleration as shown in Figure 31 (a). Figure 31(b) shows the real acceleration 

amplitudes over the studied frequency range. Calculation with Matlab of the targeted platform 

motion is shown in Appendix F. Therefore, this magnitude of the actual platform accelerations 

should be remembered, especially during verification. 

 

Figure 31. Comparison between physical and theoretical motion of platform with excitation in X direction. 

Secondly, the accuracy of the platform motion needs to be checked especially in the Roll and 

Pitch directions. As shown in Figure 25 and Figure 26, with excitation in X and Y directions, the 

platform had rotational motions in both Roll and Pitch directions which ideally should not occur 

at all. It needs to be carefully checked that with excitation only in the X, Y, or Z direction, if the 

platform is stable in the horizontal/vertical direction, or not. 

Thirdly, the angular motion of the platform should be checked to make sure that the output 

motion given by the platform is correct. According to Figure 28 and Figure 29, with an 

excitation of 1 degree in Roll and in Pitch, the angular speed of the platform increased to 9 

degrees/s at 2 Hz to 3 Hz, which approximately corresponds to a motion amplitude of 1 degree, 

and it then decreased at higher frequencies. This might due to the limitation in the platform. The 

excitation limitations of the platform in Roll, Pitch, and Yaw, thus, still need to be checked with 

the platform manufacturer. 

4.1.5.2 Whole body vibration 

The sensor SeatPad placed on the seat cushion was used for measuring the whole body 

vibrations (WBV) in the X, Y and Z directions. The filtered sensor results from excitations in the 

different directions are shown below. 
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Figure 32. Physical seat WBV with excitation in the X direction with a hard seat damper. 

Figure 32(a) is the WBV of the physical seat with an excitation amplitude of 0.01 m in the X 

direction and with hard damping. The three figures show the motion on the seat in the X, Y, and 

Z direction, separately. PadX indicates that the motion of the seat in the X direction had its peak 

value at 3.1 Hz, with a maximum acceleration of 8.04 m/s
2
. With increasing frequency above this 

peak, the acceleration in the X direction sharply went down to 1.5 m/s
2
 and then increased 

smoothly. In the Y direction, the seat had a small acceleration peak value of 0.99 m/s
2
 at 3.5 Hz, 

which is shown in PadY. In the Z direction (PadZ), the peak value also occurred at 3.1 Hz with a 

maximum acceleration of 3.6 m/s
2
.  

From Figure 32(a), it can be concluded that with the excitation in the X direction, the seat didn’t 

have a large motion in the lateral direction. However, around 3 Hz, the seat also had a pitch 

motion which was an integration of the motions in the X and Z direction. 

By comparing the WBV with the platform excitation motion, shown in Figure 32(b), it is easy to 

find that the peak value of the seat WBV in the X direction was 4 times larger than the platform 

motion. In the Y and Z directions, the seat motion was about twice the platform excitation 

motion. 

The WBV results for the physical seat with excitation in the Y direction with a hard seat damper 

are shown in Figure 33(a). The platform excitation input values are shown in Figure 33(b) for 

comparison. The SeatPad sensor (Figure 33(a)) shows that, with excitation in Y direction, the 

peak acceleration value was 4.26 m/s
2
 at around 2.4 Hz. With an excitation in the Y direction, 

the seat did not have much motion in the longitudinal direction, but it showed large motions in 

the Z direction at 5.5 Hz, due to a seat roll motion. By comparing the physical seat WBV with 

the excitation of the platform, the motion of the seat was around 2 times larger than the input 

platform motion at 10 Hz. 
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Figure 33. Physical seat WBV with excitation in the Y direction with a hard seat damper. 

 

 

Figure 34. Physical seat WBV with excitation in the Z direction and with a hard seat damper. 

With excitation in the Z direction, as shown in Figure 34(a), the maximum acceleration given by 

PadZ was 6.48 m/s
2
 at around 4.5 Hz, which was about 1.5 times larger than the platform motion 

as shown in Figure 34(b). At the same time, the seat motion in the X direction was also large 

with a peak acceleration value of 2.67 m/s
2
at 3.1 Hz. This indicates that the seat had not only a 
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vertical motion, but that it also had a large pitch motion. With this excitation, the physical seat 

did not show much motion in the Y direction, which is quite reasonable. 

 

Figure 35.WBV of physical seat with excitation in the Roll (a) and Pitch (b) directions with a hard damping 

coefficient. 

With excitations in the Roll and Pitch directions, the motion of the seat was similar to what it 

was with the presented excitations in the Y and X directions. Figure 35(a) is the physical seat 

WBV with excitation in the Roll direction. The peak value in the Y direction (5.07 m/s
2
) was at a 

frequency of 2.5 Hz in roll motion, which means that with an excitation in the Roll direction, the 

largest seat motion was in the Y direction.  

Figure 35(b) is the physical seat WBV in the Pitch direction. The peak value in the X direction 

(7.99 m/s
2
) was at 3.1 Hz.  With this excitation, the largest seat motion was in the X direction 

with some motion also in the Z direction. 

 

Figure 36. Motion of the physical seat with excitation in the Yaw direction with a hard damping coefficient. 
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Figure 36 is the output for the physical seat WBV. With a 1 degree angular excitation in the Yaw 

direction, there were only small motions in the X and Z directions. However, at frequency 2.6 Hz, 

the Y motion had a distinct peak which means that around this frequency, the seat had a 

significant lateral motion. 

 

Figure 37. Comparison between a hard (a) and a soft (b) damping coefficient with excitation in the Y direction. 

Figure 37 shows the difference of the seat motions with hard and soft damping coefficient, with 

an excitation in the Y direction. By comparing figures (a) and (b) shown in Figure 37, it can be 

found that the maximum acceleration of the seat in the Y direction occurred at almost the same 

frequency for the two damping values. The only difference between soft and hard damping was 

the acceleration in the Y direction. The accelerations with soft damping were larger than with 

hard damping. Overall, with soft damping, the seat motion in the Y direction was larger than for 

hard damping. Generally, this conclusion is also valid for excitation in the other directions. More 

results from the physical platform tests with soft damping are shown in Appendix G. 

As a conclusion, the seat motion in the X direction was 4 times larger than the platform motion. 

In the Y and Z directions, the seat motion was 2 times larger than the platform motion. The 

motion with hard damping and soft damping did not differ much. However, with soft damping, 

the seat had less motion in X and Z directions but had a larger motion in the Y, Pitch, and Roll 

directions. 

4.1.5.3 Natural frequencies 

In order to find the natural frequencies of the seat, the amplification of the seat motion compared 

with the platform motion was calculated for different directions at the corresponding excitation 

directions. 
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Figure 38. Amplification of the seat motion in the X direction with hard (left) and soft (right) dampers with 

excitation in the X direction. 

With excitation in the X direction, the amplifications of the seat WBV in the X direction with the 

hardest and softest dampers are shown in Figure 38. With the hardest damper as shown in the 

left figure, there was a quite low frequency of 0.5 Hz with an amplification of 14 times. Above 

that frequency up to 1.5 Hz, the amplification decreased and the started to increase up to 3 Hz 

with a seat motion 3.9 times larger than the platform motion. At low frequencies, the 

amplification was quite large, which was due to the different accuracies of the sensors Dymo and 

SeatPad. Since the SeatPad had a higher sensitivity than the sensor Dymo, at low frequencies 

with small motion, the accelerations of the platform and the seat were small and the difference in 

the accuracy became significant. At 3 Hz, the amplification of the seat motion with the hardest 

damper had another motion peak value which was 3.9 times larger than for the platform. This 

peak value indicates that the natural frequency of the seat in the X direction with the hardest 

damper was at 3 Hz. With the softest damper, the amplification of the seat motion in the X 

direction is shown in the right figure. As shown, the peak value of the amplification was 3.7 

times at 3.2 Hz. Therefore, it may be concluded that the natural frequency of the seat in the X 

direction with the softest damper was at 3.2 Hz. 

 

Figure 39. Amplification of the seat motion in the Y direction with hard (left) and soft (right) dampers with 

excitation in the Y direction. 

With excitation in the Y direction, the amplification of the seat motion compared with the 

platform motion is shown in Figure 39. Both pictures in Figure 39, show that the highest 

amplifications occurred at low frequencies, but they were ignored due to the sensors’ accuracy 

differential. Therefore, as shown in the left figure, with the hardest damper, the natural seat 

frequency was 2.4 Hz with a seat motion in the Y direction 2.6 times larger than the platform 
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motion. With the softest damper as shown in the right figure, the natural frequency of the seat 

was 2.6 Hz. 

 

Figure 40. Amplification of the seat motion in the Z direction with hard (left) and soft (right) dampers with 

excitation in the Z direction. 

Figure 40 shows the amplification of the seat motion in the Z direction compared with the 

platform motion. The left picture shows the seat amplification with the hardest damper and the 

right one shows the results with the softest damper. As shown in the left figure, the peak value of 

the amplification occurred at 3.5 Hz with a value of 2.4 times. And in the right figure, the peak 

value of the amplification was 1.4 times at 1.5 Hz. As conclusion, the natural frequency of the 

seat in Z direction with the hardest damper was 3.5 Hz with large motions, and with the softest 

damper the natural frequency was 1.5 Hz. 

By concluding, the natural frequencies of the physical seat were as shown in Table 8. 

 

Table 8. Natural frequencies of physical seat.  

Direction Damper mode Frequency [Hz] Amplification [Times] 

X 
hardest 3 3.9 

softest 3.2 3.7 

Y 
hardest 2.4 2.6 

softest 2.6 3.5 

Z 
hardest 3.5 2.4 

softest 1.5 1.4 

From Table 8, it could be found that in the X and Y directions, the natural frequencies of the seat 

with different damper modes are quite close. However, in the Z direction, the natural frequency 

with the softest damper was 1.5 Hz which was 2 Hz lower than the natural frequency with the 

hardest damper. 

Furthermore, since the accuracies of the sensors were different which might lead to a large 

differential in the testing results, especially at low frequencies, it would be a good idea to use 

sensors with the same or similar sensitivities when doing similar tests in the future. 

4.1.5.4 Seat four corners 

During the physical tests, not only the whole body vibrations were tested, but also the four 

corners of the seat top frame were tested. In the following paragraphs, results from the four 
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corners with excitation in the Y and X directions, i.e. the most significant seat motions, are 

presented and described. 

 

Figure 41. Output from the seat 4 corners with motion excitation 0.01m in the Y direction with hard damper.  

Figure 41 shows the results from the four corners of the seat top frame with an excitation motion 

amplitude of 0.01 m in the Y direction. Since the motions in the X direction at the four corners 

were quite small, around 0.5 m/s
2
, only the results for the  Y and Z direction are shown. 

First of all, the peak values of all points in all directions were almost the same at 2.5 Hz which 

was the natural frequency of the seat in Y direction and matched the whole body vibration results. 

Secondly, it is easy to figure out that with excitation in Y direction only, the seat also had a 

significant motion in the roll direction as well.  

The maximum accelerations in the Y direction of points 1, 2 and 4, shown in (a), (b) and (c), 

were quite similar, all around 3 m/s
2
. However, as shown for point 3, the maximum acceleration 

in the Y direction was 0.176 m/s
2
 which must be an error. Therefore, by looking at the results for 

point 3 in the Y direction from the other tests with other excitations, all the results in the Y 

direction at this point were small and near 0 m/s
2
, which implies that the results in the Y 

direction were wrong. Due to time limitations, there was no time to fix this sensor. But the 

results from point 1, 2 and 4 was judged to enough for the verification of the seat FEM. 

Overall, with excitation in the lateral direction, the four corners of the seat top frame did not 

show significant motion differences. 
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Figure 42. Results from four corners with excitation in X direction with hard damper.  

With excitation in the X direction, as shown in Figure 42, in the studied frequency range the 

motion of the four corners were similar to the X-motion of the platform except at the natural 

frequencies where all corners had twice the acceleration amplitudes as the platform, and points 3 

and 4 had larger accelerations (6 m/s
2
) than points 1 and  2 (5 m/s

2
).  

Furthermore, these 4 corner points also had large motions in the Z direction, and points 1 and 2 

had higher accelerations (up to 7 m/s
2
) than the other two corner points. With increased 

frequency, the motion of each corner in the Y direction increased up to 2 m/s
2
 at the natural 

frequency of the seat.  

Overall, at the natural frequencies of the seat in the longitude direction, points 1 and 2 had 

smaller motions in the longitudinal direction than points 3 and 4, but with large motions in the 

vertical direction. The results from excitation in the other directions are shown in Appendix H. 

4.1.5.5 Behavior of seat frame structure with lateral motion 

During the tests, the natural frequencies of the seat could easily beobserved. It was also quite 

clear that the seat lateral motions were quite large when it was subjected to Y and Roll 

excitations. By looking closer at the behavior of the frame, some problems were found, as shown 

in Figure 43. 
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Figure 43. Seat frame structure. 

Figure 43 is a side view of the seat frame. The rod that connects to the lower frame is marked as 

a yellow line. During the lateral motion, this beam twisted between the two white dash lines. At 

the same time, the scissor frame bended in the lateral direction with the twisting deflection of the 

rod. 

The large lateral motions of forwarders in forest operations cause large lateral motions and roll 

of the forwarder seat, which may cause premature damage to the seat frame and mechanisms. 

4.2 Virtual seat analysis 

In this section, simplifications of the Be-Ge seat 3100 CAD model are done, and analyses of the 

reduced model are performed. The simplified parts are listed with names, weights, and material 

properties. For the seat FEM analyses, the model is briefly described and the setup settings are 

explained. The results from the simulation, the natural frequencies, and the steady-state dynamic 

motions as function of frequency, are presented at the end. 

4.2.1 Seat model simplifications 

After simplification of the seat model, the final simulation model that was analyzed with the 

FEM software ANSYS is shown in Figure 44. The simplified seat is decomposed into seven 

main parts that are shown in Table 9.  
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Figure 44. Simplified Solid Edge CAD model of Be-Ge seat 3100. 

Table 9. Part information for the simplified seat.  

Part Name Material Weight 

[kg] 

Qty. Description 

1 Suspension unit  17.22 1  

1.1 Lower_frame Steel 5.62 1 Base of the suspension unit. 

1.2 Upp_link_frame Steel 2.11 1 Frame that connects upper and lower 

frame. 

1.3 Air_Upp_frame Steel 2.98 1 Frame loads the upper part of air spring. 

1.4 Upper_frame Steel 4.76 1 Upper frame that connects to the cushion. 

1.5 Tilt_frame Steel 1.46 1 Frame used for the tilt mechanism 

1.6 Roll_Fix_ 

Lower_part 

POM* 0.03 2 Lump for connecting the rod end to the 

lower frame. 

1.7 Roll_Fix_part POM* 0.03 2 Lump for connecting the rod end to the 

upper frame. 

1.8 Roller 660588 Steel 0.03 4 Rollers free rolling along frames in 

longitudinal direction 

1.9 Roller 660599 Steel 0.02 4 Rollers free rolling along frames in 

longitudinal direction 

2 Backrest& 

headrest 

Wood 9.6 1 Seat backrest and headrest 

3 Computer ABS plastic 6.1 1 Seat computer mounting & harness 

4 Arm_left   1 PONSSE add-on part on the left side 

4.1 Armrest 

Bracket_left 

Aluminum 1.83 1 Support of the armrest. 

4.2 Armrest PVC 5.94 1 Armrest with joystick. 

5 Arm_right   1 PONSSE add-in part on right side 

5.1 Armrest 

Bracket_right 

Aluminum 1.83 1 Support of the armrest. 

5.2 Armrest PVC 5.94 1 Armrest with joystick 

6 Slidrail  1.74 2 Allow whole seat to move in longitudinal 

direction 

6.1 Slidrail_inner Steel   Inner rod connected with seat bottom. 

6.2 Slidrail_cover Aluminum   Cover, fixed with seat-base 

7 SeatBase Steel 14 1 Base for whole seat rotation 

8 Operator weight Rubber 74 1 The weight of the dummy operator in the 

physical test 

*POM: Polyoxymethylene (POM), also known as acetal, polyacetal and polyformaldehyde, is an 

engineering thermoplastic used in precision parts that require high stiffness, low friction and excellent 

dimensional stability. 
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The original design of the most important part, the suspension unit, is just marginally simplified. 

Slid-rails and the seat-base keep their overall shape and with the same mechanical properties as 

the real seat. The simplified representations of the rest parts are less accurate because it is only 

their weights that may affect the suspension behavior. In order to make the weights of each part 

the same as the parts in the real seat, the material properties of the rest parts are defined 

according to their simplified shapes and real weights. 

4.2.2 FEM seat analysis 

In this section, the results from the FEM simulations of the seat are presented. In Section 4.2.2.1 

and Section 4.2.2.2, the pre-setting for the FEM simulation are described and in Section 4.2.2.3 

and Section 4.2.2.4, the results from the FEM simulations are shown. 

4.2.2.1 Model settings 

Mode settings include material definitions and connections.  

The material of each part in the simplified CAD model was also used for the FEM model. All 

material properties were input and set in in the Ansys module Engineering Data. Most parts were 

made from steel. 

Most of connections between parts were defined as bonded connections, which means that the 

surfaces were connected as if they were glued or welded. Rollers rolling along the upper and 

lower frames were set to no-separation contact and the rest of the connections for the rotational 

parts were set to frictionless contact. 

4.2.2.2 Spring and damper settings 

The spring and shock absorbers were inserted to the model and placed in their original position 

as defined in the CAD model. The spring stiffness and shock absorber in the seat Be-Ge 3100 

need to be set in the FEM model, according to the properties of the spring and the shock absorber 

shown in Section 2.2.3. 
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Figure 45. Spring characteristics with air pressure 3.5 bar. 

Since the air pressure in the air spring was set to 3.5 bar in the physical tests, the spring should 

have same air pressure also in this virtual model. The red line marked in Figure 45 was the 

spring characteristics at a pressure of 3.5 bar. The force from the spring was simplified to be 

linear to the deflection. Therefore, the spring stiffness was: 

                
2.8 1.8

0.02 / 20[ / ]
75 125

F kN kN
F k x k kN mm N mm

x mm mm

 
         

 
  (9) 

In the physical tests, the shock absorber was set to the hardest and the softest damping for 

comparison. Therefore, the hardest and softest damping coefficients should be calculated and 

defined for the FEM as well. 

Table 10. Characteristics of the shock absorber used in Be-Ge 3100. 

Damping force                                             (stroke at 25 mm) 

Vibrational frequency: 0.67 Hz (40 min
-1

) 

Compress [N] Stretch [N] 

hard soft hard soft 

3100   620 370   80 2300   460 115   25 

Vibrational frequency: 1.67 Hz (100 min
-1

) 

Compress [N] Stretch [N] 

hard soft hard soft 

5900   1200 1300   300 3800   900 550   120 

 

As shown in Table 10, there were two groups of damping coefficients for the two different 

frequencies 0.67 Hz and 1.67 Hz with the same stroke length of 48 mm. Because as mentioned 

before, for a given stroke the damping force is linear to the frequency, the damping force for the 

frequency range can be drawn according to the average value of hard and soft damping as shown 

in Figure 46. 
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Figure 46 . Damping characteristics of the shock absorber for the hard and soft cases. 

As a simplification, the damping coefficient was assumed as 40% of critical damping for the 

hard damping case and 20% of critical damping for the soft damping case. All damping forces 

were calculated as the average value of the compressed and stretched cases. Finally, the damping 

coefficients for the hard and the soft damper cases were calculated as follows. 

            

3
) /2 2 ( 2 20 10 (75 75)

3464 / 3.464 /

seat dummyc m N mk m k m kgc

N s m N s mm

         

   
  (10) 

                             0.4 0.4 3.464 / 1.39 /hard cc N s mm N s mmc          (11) 

                              0.2 0.2 3.46 / 0.69 /soft cc N s mm N s mmc          (12) 

Where, 

cc  = critical damping of shock absorber, 

_c hard  = damping coefficient for hard damper, 

_c soft  = damping coefficient for soft damper, 

k = spring stiffness, 

seatm = weight of the physical seat, 

dummym = weight of the operator “dummy” in the physical tests. 

As a conclusion, the spring stiffness used in the FEM simulation was 20 N/mm, the hard 

damping coefficient was 1.39 /N s mm  , and the soft damping coefficient was 0.69 /N s mm . 

But during the simulation, the FEM model with hard damping was used for the analyses and 

verifications. 
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4.2.2.3 Seat natural frequencies 

The natural frequencies of the seat were analyzed in the ANSYS analysis system ‘Modal’. After 

setting the model materials and the connections, the bottom face of the sea base was defined as a 

fixed support.  

From the ANSYS FEM simulation, the six lowest natural frequencies were calculated as shown 

in Table 11. 

Table 11. Natural frequencies from the FEM simulation.   

Mode Natural 

frequency [Hz] 

Description 

1 4.56 In lateral direction with arm bracket bending. 

2 5.05 In longitudinal direction with arm bracket bending. 

3 5.27 In pitch direction with arm bracket bending. 

4 6.71 In roll direction with arm bracket bending. 

5 8.57 Armrest and arm bracket bending. 

6 9.32 Armrest and arm bracket bending. 

4.2.2.4 Seat motion at frequency sweep 

For analyzing the harmonic seat motions at a frequency sweep, the analysis system ‘Harmonic 

response’ was used. This system can share the Engineering Data and Model settings with Modal.  

In Analysis settings, the sweeping frequency range was defined from 0 to 10 Hz with 20 solution 

intervals, which means that ANSYS would solve the model and give motion results at every 0.5 

Hz. In this case, the Solution Method was set to Full instead of Mode Superposition, because 

the Mode Superposition method cannot be used when nonzero displacements are applied to the 

model. Furthermore, with the Full method, damping can be applied through spring-damper 

elements in the Connection tree. (ANSYS, 2009) 

In the Solution branch, the seat acceleration harmonic response as function of frequency was 

chosen as the requested result from the simulation. The measurement locations were the same as 

in the physical tests, i.e., the surface of the top frame for WBV measurements and the four 

corners of the top frame for detailed checking. 

By solving the ANSYS FEM model with excitation amplitudes of 10 mm and/or 1 degree in the 

6 different directions, the acceleration response to frequency of the measured surface/points were 

scrutinized in Results. In this section, only the results for the seat WBV with different excitations 

are shown.  
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Figure 47. WBV at FEM model seat top surface with excitation in the X direction. 

Figure 47 shows the WBV of the seat in the X, Y and Z directions with an excitation in the X 

direction. At the frequency 4.5 Hz, the acceleration in the X direction reached a peak 

acceleration value of 31.3 m/s
2
. The acceleration in the Y (WBV_Y) and Z directions (WBV_Z) 

both peaked at 5 Hz. The motion in the Y direction was small with a maximum acceleration of 1 

m/s
2
, but the maximum acceleration in the Z direction was 2.52 m/s

2
 due to the seat pitch motion. 

 

Figure 48. WBV on seat top frame surface with excitation 0.01 m in the Y direction.  
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Figure 48 shows the FEM WBV results in the X, Y, and Z directions with an excitation of 0.01 

m in the Y direction. As shown, with excitation in the Y direction, the WBV in the X direction 

(WBV_X) was small around, with a peak of 0.80 m/s
2
 at 5 Hz, as well as a motion in the Z 

direction of 0.15 m/s
2
. However, the largest accelerations were in the Y direction with a peak of 

50.8 m/s
2
 at 6.5 Hz. 

 

Figure 49. WBV of seat top frame with excitation in the Z direction. 

The results from the WBV FEM simulation in the X, Y, and Z directions with excitation in the Z 

direction are shown in Figure 49. WBV_Y in the figure shows the results in the Y direction 

which had a small peak acceleration of 0.541 m/s
2
 at the natural frequency. In the X direction, 

the first peak value of the seat was 2.78 m/s
2
 at 4.5 Hz and for higher frequencies it increased to 

13.6 m/s
2
. In the Z direction, the seat acceleration increased with the frequency up to 47.6 m/s

2
 at 

10 Hz with no distinct peak. The large motions in the X and Z directions indicate that with 

excitation in the Z direction, the seat also had a significant pitch motion. 

By looking through the seat WBV with excitations in the X, Y, and Z directions, the seat top was 

stable and only had large motions in the excited direction with some pitch or roll motion. This 

might be because that the sensor for measuring the WBV was placed on almost the entire surface 

of the seat which means the results basically would be the average value of the four corner 

motions for the frame. For clarifying this, the results of the four corners of the seat top frame for 

an excitation in the Y direction are shown in Figure 50. 
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Figure 50. FEM simulation results for the 4 corners with excitation in the Y direction. 
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By comparing the results from the four corners of the seat, it could be found that, with excitation 

in Y direction, the seat motion was large (maximum 50 m/s
2
) in the Y as well as in the Z 

direction, i.e., at a natural frequency there was a significant Roll motion. 

It was the same with excitation in the X direction. The seat not only had large vibrations in the X 

direction, with a peak acceleration of 33 m/s
2
, but also showed a large pitch motion with high 

accelerations (around 37 m/s
2
) in the Z direction. 

With excitation in Z direction, the seat showed vibrations in the Z direction and also a Pitch 

motion around 5 Hz with a maximum acceleration of 14 m/s
2 

in the X direction. 

 

Figure 51. Seat WBV from FEM simulations with excitation in the Roll direction. 

The FEM simulation WBV with an excitation amplitude of 1 degree in the Roll direction is 

shown in Figure 51. The WBV in the X direction (WBV_X) had a peak acceleration value of 

1.05 m/s
2
value at 5 Hz. The motion in Y direction (WBV_Y) had an acceleration peak of 83.6 

m/s
2
 at 6.5 Hz with. WBV_Z, i.e., the acceleration in the Z direction, was almost zero with a 

maximum value of 0.202 m/s
2
 at 5 Hz. For this case, the seat top surface had large motions in the 

Y direction, but showed only small accelerations in the X and Z directions. According to these 

results, the motion of the seat top was mostly in the Y direction without significant Roll motion. 
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Figure 52. Seat FEM WBV with excitations in the Pitch direction. 

With an excitation motion amplitude of 1 degree in the Pitch direction, the WBV results from the 

FEM simulations are shown in Figure 52. The peak acceleration values in the X, Y and Z 

directions all occurred at 5 Hz which was a natural frequency of the FEM model. The peak 

acceleration in the X direction was 28 m/s
2
 and in the Z direction it was 3.76 m/s

2
, due to a Pitch 

motion of the seat top. The maximum acceleration in the Y direction was 1.48 m/s
2
 which was 

significantly lower than in the other two translational directions. 

Figures of WBV with excitations in the Yaw direction are shown in Appendix I. Four corner 

vibrations from the FEM simulations are not shown here but can be found in Appendix J. 

4.3 Results verification 

In this section, the results from the FEM simulations will be compared to and verified with the 

physical tests of the Be-Ge seat 3100. As found during the physical tests, due to limitations in the 

platform the excitation motion of the platform, did not meet the requested motions, especially at 

higher frequencies. Therefore, during the verification, the motions magnitude of the physical test 

platform must be carefully treated.  

The comparison between the real motions of the physical platform and the requested motions are 

shown in Figure 31 in Section4.1.5.1.  
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Figure 53. Real motion magnitude of the physical platform. 

During the verification of the WBV and the seat four corners results, only the results for the 

longitudinal and lateral directions were compared, because in reality, the human body can self-

suspend and lower the vibrations in the vertical direction, but in the lateral and longitudinal 

directions it has a magnification of around 1.5 times. 

4.3.1 Natural frequencies comparison 

First of all, the first three natural frequencies from the FEM model and from the physical tests 

are compared in Table 12.  

Table 12. Natural frequencies comparison between physical tests and FEM model.  

Primary 

motion 

direction 

Physical tests FEM simulations 

frequency [Hz] frequency [Hz] 

X 3.2 5.1 

Y 2.6 4.6 

Z 1.5 None 

As shown in Table 12, the natural frequency that had the main motion in the X direction 

observed in the physical test was approximately 3.2 Hz, but it was as low as 5.1 Hz in the FEM 

model. In the Y direction, the natural frequency in the physical tests was 4.6 Hz and it was 2.6 

Hz in the FEM model. The differences between these results are reasonable due to the fact that 

the FEM model had a stiffer structure because of the simplifications in the model and a stiffer 

surface connection than in the real seat. 

In the simplified FEM model, all curves, holes and connections not significant for the suspension 

were ignored, which gave a stiffer structure in the FEM model. In the FEM model, the 

connections between rollers and frame were defined as no-separation contact, which does not 

represent any gap or clearance behavior observed on the real physical test, i.e., the connections in 

the FEM model are too stiff compared to the connections in the real seat. 
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4.3.2 WBV motion comparisons 

 

Figure 54. WBV comparison between the physical tests (a) and the FEM simulations (b) with platform excitation in 

the X direction. 

Figure 54 shows a comparison between the seat WBV from the physical tests shown in Figure 

54(a) and the FEM results Figure 54(b) with platform excitation in X the direction. The peak 

WBV accelerations of the in Y in the physical tests and in the FEM simulations were almost 

equal in magnitude with a value of 0.99 m/s
2
. In the Z direction, the peak acceleration in the 

physical test was 3.5 m/s
2
 and in the FEM simulation it was 2.52 m/s

2
. In the X direction, the 

peak value in the FEM simulation was 31.3 m/s
2
, which was approximately 4 times larger than 

the 8.371 m/s
2 

peak acceleration in the physical test. 

It could be noted that results from the physical tests and the FEM simulations in Y and Z 

directions did not differ qualitatively, but quantitatively the FEM model gave WBV accelerations 

that about 4 times larger than in measured in the physical tests. The quantitative difference can 

be explained by the performance limitations in the physical exciting platform, as described 

earlier in this report. With platform excitations in the X direction, the seat in both tests and 

simulations showed large motions not only in the X direction but also in Pitch. 
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Figure 55. WBV comparison between physical tests (left) and FEM simulations (right) with platform excitation in 

the Y direction. 

Results from the physical tests and the FEM simulations, with platform excitation in the Y 

direction, are shown in Figure 55. The maximum WBV in the X direction was 0.798 m/s
2
 in the 

FEM simulations, which was almost the same as the results from the physical tests, which had a 

peak value of 0.8978 m/s
2
. In the Z direction, the FEM simulation had less acceleration than 

what was measured in the physical tests, but the value was small and below 1 m/s
2
. The 

maximum FEM WBV acceleration in the Y direction was as large as 50.8 m/s
2
 which was 

around 9 times larger than the acceleration of 4.257 m/s
2
 in the physical tests. 

 

Figure 56. WBV comparison between physical tests (left) and FEM simulations (right) with platform excitation in 

Roll. 
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With excitation in the Roll direction, as shown in Figure 56, the motions in X direction from 

both simulations and physical tests were the same with a 1 m/s
2
 peak value. The FEM peak 

acceleration in the Z direction was 0.2 m/s
2
 which was significantly smaller than the results (1.19 

m/s
2
)
 
in physical tests. This difference was, most probably, due to the stiffer (no-gap) 

connections in the FEM model. In the FEM model, the maximum acceleration in the Y direction 

was 83.6 m/s
2
 at 6.5 Hz which was 16 times larger than the peak value in the physical tests. 

However, generally, the motions in both tests were qualitatively the same same, large motions in 

the Y direction and small motions in the X and Z directions. 

 

Figure 57. WBV comparison between physical tests (left) and FEM simulations (right) with excitation in Pitch. 

By comparing the results from the physical tests and the FEM simulations with platform 

excitation in Pitch, as shown in Figure 57, it could found that, in the Y direction, both tests had 

small accelerations but large motions in both the X and Z directions. The peak acceleration in the 

Z direction in the physical tests was 4.97 m/s
2
 and in the FEM simulations it was 3.76 m/s

2
 

which is not a very large difference. In the X direction, the peak value in the FEM simulations 

was 28 m/s
2
, which was 3 times larger than the 7.80 m/s

2
 measured in the physical tests. 

Generally, both simulations and tests showed large motions in the X direction as well as in the Z 

direction due to the pitch motion. 

The largest WBV difference in each principal direction can be caused by several factors. The 

first reason could be that the seat WBV sensor in the physical seats was placed on the seat 

cushion. The seat cushion might contribute to the suspension and thus reduce the vibrations 

sensed by the operator. In the FEM simulations, the WBV was measured directly on the top 

frame without any cushion suspension. Also the location of the measurement sensors might 

affect the levels. The results from the FEM simulations were the average values of the top frame 

surface, but in the physical tests, the measuring sensor was tangent to the backrest. Thirdly, since 

the structure and the connections in FEM model was stiffer than in the physical seat, some 

motions from the FEM simulations were smaller than in the physical tests. Besides, the 

weighting factors for WBV vibrations, such as those defined in the standard ISO 2631, are not 

taken into account in this project. 

However, the main discrepancy between the magnitudes of the vibrations in the physical tests 

and the FEM simulations was due the large difference in the excitation amplitudes on the 
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platform and in the simulations. As mentioned before, the real motion of the test platform used in 

the physical tests was smaller than what was set for the tests as shown in Figure 31. 

Generally, by considering the performance limitations of the test platform, the dynamic behavior 

of the FEM model was similar with the behavior of the physical seat. Therefore, the virtual FEM 

model can be relied and used for studying the effects from design improvements of the seat.  
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5 SEAT IMPROVEMENT 

In this chapter, new concepts are generated and simulated in virtual world with the aim to 

improve the suspension of the specific seat Be-Ge 3100. 

5.1 Concepts generation 

As mentioned in the introduction chapter, the critical problem of the Be-Ge seat 3100 used in 

PONSSE forwarders is that the seat brakes too early due to large lateral motions of the cab floor. 

At the same time, the forwarders large motions in the longitudinal direction, also gives high 

longitudinal motions of the seat. 

Therefore, the aim to increase the life of the seat as well as giving a more comfortable working 

environment should focus on improving the seat suspension system in the lateral direction (most 

significant) but also in the longitudinal direction. 

Generally, there are two ways can improve the seat; improving the stiffness of the scissor beams 

by reducing the bending moment, or by reducing the vibrations of the seat in the lateral direction. 

In this section, two concepts are proposed and analyzed. 

 

Figure 58. Seat concept 1 for reduced vibrations by turning the suspension unit 90degrees. 

As mentioned before, during operation the seat is broken after a too short period of usage. 

However, all results, from physical tests and from FEM simulations, indicate that the seat 

vibration in the X direction is larger than in the Y direction. The weakness of the suspension in 

the Y direction might be caused by the scissors bending and the rod end turning. Figure 58 

shows Concept 1, with the suspension unit turned 90 degrees compared to actual seat. With the 

turned suspension unit, the seat maybe can take larger motions in the lateral direction with less 

risk to break.  
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Figure 59. Seat Concept 2 for improved suspension by adding springs and dampers under the suspension unit.  

Another improved concept is to add springs and dampers acting in the lateral direction. In order 

to check the effect of this concept, springs and dampers are added in the seat in lateral direction 

in such a way that they do not changing the other vibration features of the seat. Figure 59 shows 

one such concept solution. By keeping the total original height, the slide rails were turned 90 

degrees under the seat frame and two extruded pieces were added on both sides of the slide rail. 

One extrusion piece was added to the seat base, and another piece was added to the lower frame 

of the seat suspension. These two pieces were used to allow two groups of springs and dampers 

to be added in the lateral direction.  

This model of this concept was made in order to see if added lateral springs and dampers could 

increase the performance of the seat top with respect to lateral vibrations. If this concept would 

give some promising results, lateral springs and dampers placed in the suspension unit could be 

worked on in a future work. 

5.2 New concept analysis 

In order to check the seat motion with these concepts, 3D models of the concepts were simulated 

with FEM simulation for excitations of 0.01m in the Y direction. Results from these simulations 

are shown in Figure 60 and Figure 61 and compared with the original seat FEM WBV. 
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Figure 60. WBV results for original model (a) and Concept 1 (b) with excitation in the Y direction. 

Figure 60(b) and Figure 60(a) show FEM simulation results for Concept 1 and for the original 

model, respectively. By comparing the results in the X, Y, and Z directions, it can be found that, 

for model Concept 1, the peak value of the seat increased in the range from 4.5 Hz to 6Hz. At the 

same time, it is obvious that for the Concept 1 model, the accelerations in all three directions 

increased significantly compared to the original seat. In the X direction, the seat accelerations 

increased from 0.798 m/s
2
 to 20 m/s

2
. In the Y direction, the seat acceleration peak value 

increased from 50.8 m/s
2
 to 424 m/s

2
 which is an extremely large value. At the same time, the 

peak acceleration in the Z direction increased from 0.14 m/s
2
 to 66.8 m/s

2
. 

Generally, with the Concept 1 design, the vibrations of the seat in the X, Y, and Z directions all 

increased significantly compared to the original seat, which means that this concept improve the 

seat WBV without adding other suspension units. 
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Figure 61. WBV results for original model (a) and Concept 2 (b) with excitation in the Y direction. 

Figure 61(a) and Figure 61(b) are the WBV of the seat original model and concept 2, 

respectively. By comparing the results in the X, Y, and Z directions, it can be found that, for 

Concept 2, the acceleration peak values of the seat increased in the frequency range from 4.5 Hz 

to 5 Hz. The peak acceleration in the X direction changed from 0.798 m/s
2
 for the original design 

to 3.4 m/s
2
 for model Concept 2. In the Z direction, the maximum seat acceleration changed from 

0.15 m/s
2
 for the original seat to 2.93 m/s

2 
for Concept 2. At the same time, the seat maximum 

acceleration, which was in the Y direction, was reduced from 50.8 m/s
2
 to 33.5 m/s

2
 in Concept 2. 

With the Concept 2 design, the vibrations of the seat decreased from 50.8 m/s
2
 to 33.5 m/s

2
 

which is a significant the improvement of the seat WBV in the lateral direction. But, a drawback 

of this concept is that the acceleration levels in the X and Z directions increased slightly 

compared to the original design from the original model, which might be due to the slightly un-

stable structure of the slide rail parts. 

As a conclusion, the improvement potential of two concepts with respect to seat vibrations in the 

lateral direction was investigated:  

 Concept 1: Turning suspension unit 90 degrees 

 Concept 2: Adding springs and dampers in the lateral direction under the suspension unit. 

By analyzing these new models with harmonic excitations in the Y direction with an amplitude 

of 0.01m and comparing the simulation results for these two concepts with the FEM simulation 

results for the original design, it was found that for Concept 1, the seat vibrations became much 

larger than for the original design. But with Concept 2, the seat vibrations significantly decreased 

in the lateral direction but slightly increased in the X and Z directions, probably due to an 

unstable slide rail structure.  

Generally, the seat vibrations can be reduced by adding springs and dampers in the lateral 

direction. But since the concept was only a principal model, detail design for the placement and 

mounting of these springs and dampers in the suspension unit should be done as a future work. 
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6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, discussion and conclusion of this thesis are presented. 

 

With large lateral motions of a forwarder operating in the forest, the studied forwarder seat was 

broken after a too short time of operation. In order to solve this problem by improving the 

suspension of the forwarder seats, the dynamic behavior of the specific forwarder seat Be-Ge 

3100 with PONSSE’s add-on parts was analyzed. Physical vibration tests and dynamic FEM 

simulations were done in order to get insight in the dynamic properties of the seat and to be able 

to develop a verified FEM model of the seat that could be used for virtual improvement tests in 

order to save time and cost. 

In the physical tests, it was found that the lowest natural frequencies of the seat were from 1.5 

Hz to 3.2 Hz with different damper modes. During the excitation of the natural frequencies of in 

the lateral direction, the suspension scissors frame was observed and it was found that with large 

motions in the lateral (Y) direction, the rod end which can free roll along the frame was twisted 

and the scissors frame was bending.  

Due to the stiffer connection in the FEM model, the natural frequencies were higher than for the 

real seat and the lowest frequency was 4.5 Hz. During verification of the results from the 

physical tests and the FEM simulations, it was found that the FEM peak value in the excitation 

direction was significantly different to the physical tests but only slightly different in the other 

directions. This difference might be due to the difference between the theoretical and real 

physical motions of the test platform, the seat cushion suspension the WBV sensor was mounted 

on in the physical tests, and different sensors locations in the physical tests and in the FEM 

simulations. 

Generally, the dynamic behavior of the seat was similar in the physical tests and in the FEM 

simulations if we take the different excitation levels into account. With excitation in the X 

direction, the seat had large motions in the Z direction as well, i.e. there was a significant pitch 

motion. With Y-directional excitation, the seat showed a pitch motion with large motions in the 

Z direction. The motion with the same excitation level in the X direction was actually larger than 

the Y directional motion with excitation in the Y direction, which means that the suspension of 

the seat in the Y direction was better than in the X direction but with some weakness in the 

stiffness. 

Two new concepts for studying potential improvements of the seat suspension were generated. 

The first concept was to turn the suspension unit 90 degrees for getting a better performance in 

the lateral direction. The other concept was to add springs and dampers to the seat frame in the 

lateral direction. By analyzing and comparing the simulation results for each concept with the 

results for the original seat, with excitation in the Y direction, Concept 2 was found to improve 

the seat vibration in the Y direction but with little increased motions in the X and Z directions,  

due to a slightly unstable slide rail. 
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7 FUTURE WORK 

In this chapter, some recommendations are given for future work. 

During the physical tests, the output excitation vibrations of the test platform did not meet the 

required motions, due to limitations in the platform. Therefore, first of all, the physical tests 

should be re-done to get results that are comparable with the FEM simulation results. 

Furthermore, the limitations of the platform need to be checked in all six directions. 

Secondly, the motions of the 6 DOF test platform should be checked without load in order to 

identify the natural frequencies of the platform, in order to identify any potential resonance 

phenomena between the platform and the tested object. 

Thirdly, if it is possible, try to use sensors with the same or similar sensitivities in order to avoid 

the large differential especially during low frequency excitations. 

The measured cabin floor motion of the PONSSE Buffalo, with tire inflation pressure of 4 bar 

indicates that the cabin floor has a peak motion between 1.6 Hz and 3.6 Hz with a maximum 

acceleration of 0.08 m/s
2
. At the same time, as shown in the Legislation section, according to 

different standards, the vibration amplitudes should be small in the 0.1 – 0.5 Hz frequency range 

to avoid operator motion sickness and the accelerations should be smaller than the specific value 

stated by the European Directive 2002/44/EC. Due to these circumstances, the seat natural 

frequencies and accelerations should be checked and changed to fit these standard requirements. 

For further improvements of the seat Be-Ge 3100 based on the presented Concept 2, try to put 

springs and dampers in the suspension unit without affecting the other features of the suspension 

unit. Spring stiffness and damping ratios can be changed and checked in order to get the best 

lateral performance in the suspension. After detail design, a prototype of the new seat can be 

made and tested. 

For improving the Be-Ge seat 3100 based on the FEM model with the aim to increase its life, try 

to make the rod end more stable and make the scissors stiffer in the lateral direection. The effects 

from lowering the weight of the armrests and the arm brackets should be also preferrably be 

tested. 
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APPENDIX A: MEASUREMENT DRAWING 

This appendix A gives the logical outline of this report as the provisional list shown below. 
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APPENDIX B: AIR SPRING DATA 

This is the air spring used in Be-Ge seat 3100. 
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APPENDIX C: SHOCK ABSORBER INFORMATION 

This is the shock absorber used in the seat. 
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APPENDIX D: DAMPER CHARACTERISTICS 

This figure shows the damping coefficient as function of frequency. 
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APPENDIX E: CONNECTION 

Definition of contact types that can be used in ANSYS simulation. 

 

Bonded: This is the default configuration and applies to all contact regions (surfaces, solids, 

lines, faces, edges). Bonded contact means no sliding or separation between faces or edges that 

can think of the region as glued.  

No Separation: This contact setting is similar to the bonded case. It only applies to regions of 

faces amounts of frictionless sliding can occur along contact faces.  

Frictionless: This setting models standard unilateral contact; that is, normal pressure equals zero 

if separation occurs. This solution is nonlinear because the area of contact may change as the 

load is applied. A zero coefficient of friction is assumed, thus allowing free sliding. The model 

should be well constrained and wee springs are added to the assembly to help stabilize the model 

in order to achieve a reasonable solution. 

Rough: Similar to the frictionless setting, the setting models perfectly rough frictional contact 

where there is no sliding. By default, no automatic dosing of gaps is performed. 

Frictional: In this setting, two contacting faces can carry shear stresses up to a certain magnitude 

across their interface before they start sliding relative to each other. 
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APPENDIX F: PLATFORM THEORETICAL MOTION  

This appendix shows the Matlab code used for a theoretical calculation of the platform motion. 

 
%% Theoretical max acceleration of the platform with excitation 0.01m from 0-

10 Hz. 

  
A=0.01;              % Amplitude of the excitation, 0.01m 
f=0:0.002:10;         % frequencies change from 0 to 10 Hz 
t=1./(f.*4);         % The time gives max acceleration. 
X= A.*(2.*pi.*f).^2.*sin(2.*pi.*f.*t);    % Accelerations change along the 

frequencies. 
figure(1) 
plot(f,X,'linewidth',2)            % Plot the path 
title('Theoretical Acc','fontsize',14,'fontweight','bold') 
xlabel('frequency [Hz]','fontsize',13);ylabel('Acceleration 

[m/s^2]','fontsize',13); 
grid on 
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APPENDIX G: PHYSICAL SEAT WBV WITH SOFT DAMPING 

These figures show seat WBV from physical tests with soft damping in different excitation 

directions except WBV of seat with excitation in Y direction which was shown in main body. 

 

 

Figure 62. WBV of seat from physical tests with soft damping with excitation in X (left) and Z (right) direction. 

 

Figure 63. WBV of seat from physical tests with soft damping with excitation in Roll (left) and Pitch (right) 

direction. 
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Figure 64. WBV of seat from physical tests with soft damping with excitation in Yaw direction. 
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APPENDIX H: PHYSICAL TESTS RESULTS 

Results from physical tests with different excitation direction with hard and soft damping are 

shown in this appendix. 

 

 

Figure 65. Results from seat four corners from physical tests with excitation in X direction with soft damping. 
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Figure 66. Results from seat four corners from physical tests with excitation in Y direction with soft damping. 
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Figure 67. Results from seat four corners from physical tests with excitation in Z direction with hard damping. 
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Figure 68. Results from seat four corners from physical tests with excitation in Z direction with soft damping. 
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Figure 69. Results from seat four corners from physical tests with excitation in Roll direction with hard damping. 
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Figure 70. Results from seat four corners from physical tests with excitation in Roll direction with soft damping. 
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Figure 71. Results from seat four corners from physical tests with excitation in Pitch direction with hard damping. 
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Figure 72. Results from seat four corners from physical tests with excitation in Pitch direction with soft damping. 
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Figure 73. Results from seat four corners from physical tests with excitation in Yaw direction with hard damping. 
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Figure 74. Results from seat four corners from physical tests with excitation in Yaw direction with soft damping. 
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APPENDIX I: SEAT WBV FROM FEM SIMULATIONS 

The WBV of seat from FEM simulations with excitation in Yaw direction with hard damping is 

shown in here. 

 

Figure 75. Seat WBV results from FEM simulation with excitation in Yaw direction with hard damping. 
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APPENDIX J: RESULTS FROM FEM SIMULATIONS 

Results from FEM simulation on seat 4 corners with different excitation directions are shown 

here. 

 

Figure 76. Results of four corners in FEM with excitation in X direction. 
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Figure 77. Results of four corners in FEM with excitation in Z direction. 
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Figure 78. Results of four corners in FEM with excitation in Roll direction. 
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Figure 79. Results of four corners in FEM with excitation in Pitch direction. 
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Figure 80. Results of four corners in FEM with excitation in Yaw direction. 

 

 


